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My Confession as a Disciplinary Chauvinist BY SAEYOUNG PARK
Danielle Kinsey's provocative and inspiring essay, "Three Points" provides a practical discussion on historicization and the analytical benefits and outcomes achieved through that process. The trajectory of such explorations, of a discipline's key methods and organizing principles, will inevitably connect to how we visualize our intellectual value and our professional identities. After all, we are intellectual labourers and questions of knowledge production ultimately touch upon what we do and who we are. Given that each generation of scholars shifts the field partly through debates over core methods, such dialogues may appear necessary but unremarkable. However, I daresay that despite such iterative predictability, some readers may find Kinsey's essay a more fraught and challenging read because of our current circumstances. "Three Points" is written during an ongoing "crisis of the humanities" as well as a broad rethinking of the discipline within History. 1 While scholars have asked The Question, "what is history for?" before, 2 the enquiry may now sound sharper for reasons unrelated to Kinsey's argument and more to do with the ongoing political and polemical assault on the humanities in North America. Indeed some may even hope that the act of considering The Question is itself a product of an aberrant present, which will end once universities return to the way they were before the Great Recession. Perhaps. I would argue, however, that there is always value in being able to articulate what we, as historians, think we do especially well, and at times, even better than practitioners of other disciplines. The stakes may vary according to its contemporary context, but as professionals, we should always have a ready answer to The Question and its many variants. So, what is it that we can see with History? First, note that the act of answering "what are historical studies useful for?" or, "what is the 'value-added' of History?" constitutes an exercise that is entirely distinct from, "is History useful?" The latter enquiry is concerned with contesting the value of History. If one understanding of History is the insight produced through careful historical analysis, then that History does 3
Some caveats: first, I use "science" in a manner that reflects the way it was used for much of its existence, aligning more closely with its continental European usage where it encompasses critical knowledge production or research in the humanities, basic sciences, and social sciences. The word does not have the historically recent and narrow meaning we see in conventional N. American usage where it can characterize what one might call the natural sciences or disciplines with a particular affinity for one type of symbolic language (mathematics). For instance, see equivalent French and German terminology, "les sciences humaines," "Humanwissenschaften." Science is research, a mode of thinking, and not a topic owned by a few disciplines or methods. Thanks to Renato Galeazzi for this point. Secondly, my use of lower case "history" may refer to an unchangeable past, otherwise known as what historians study. My use of uppercase History generally refers to the discipline, and disciplinary work products. By "historians" I mean those working professionally in History, and not just in History departments. Some historians like myself were trained in History, but many fine practitioners have homes in Sociology and Anthropology, among others. Last, this piece operates at a level of generality that characterizes an informal conversation I might have with a colleague or graduate student. 4
In any context, there are rules that are historically specific to the discipline or communicative field about what "counts" as research, evidence, or data. Such preferences divide the disciplines. What can count as evidence is not arbitrary but does depend on the research question and on the historical norms of the field. not need me to defend it any more than any other scientific mode of knowledge making or research. 3 As an early modern historian, I could certainly offer multiple supporting examples from the millennia-long East Asian record -as could all of us from our various specializations. We could also observe what comes close to being a universal human reality: that in human society, one faces complex problems that one cannot solve on one's own. And while we may use different words for "research question," "intervention," or "data," I suggest that across all recorded human space and time, one can observe a fundamental and shared drive to study questions, solve problems, and persuade others through some reference to evidence and reasoning that is reproduceable. 4 While argumentation and evidentiary analysis might go by different appellations outside of academia, the importance of research in all of its names, forms, and quality gradations can be observed in most aspects of human society, whether it be at a pta meeting, at a pr firm pitch, in r&d engineering labs, or even on Reddit forums. For human society, the value of research -of vettable problem-solving and of replicable knowledge production -does not need any one of us to defend its worth. However research is not unique to historians. And even though my professional chauvinism may encourage me to fantasize that we do it better than most, the fantastic quality of historical research does not answer the question of what is exceptional about History or modes of historical analysis. Surely the answer cannot be as simple as "the topic" or the human past, that unchangeable reality that encompasses all of human existence prior to a moment ago. We aren't the only ones who work on that. And it is at this point in the long fine tuning of The Question that I see Kinsey's essay, "Three Points about History, Especially for Non-Historians" emerge. 5 She asks: why historicize? How is one's project transformed by historicizing? Which analytical doors does it open up? What can we see with History?
Her disarmingly straightforward and careful answers sidestep the easy crowd-winning and easily crowd-sourced answers to "why History" that we have heard before: "historical research is just better," "those other guys are lazy," "we don't make up our evidence" among others. Such answers warm the cockles of many a disciplinary chauvinist's heart -myself included. One cannot help but note, however, that the intellectual coherence of those answers may depend on the audience and the speaker sharing a disciplinary affiliation. At best, such positions constitute claims of superior comparative moral value; at worst they are illogical. First, the reliance on the failure of others to prove one's competence is intellectually suspect; second, those answers make sense if two questions are conflated: 1) How is History better than the methods and work of other disciplines? And 2) How does juxtaposing History against other disciplines help to demonstrate its distinct qualities? The first question perhaps seeks to address worries of inferiority while the second seeks to define what makes History a unique field of study.
As historians, as practitioners of a reputedly feared and rigorous discipline, if we were not to gently probe such disciplinary chauvinism, then one begins to wonder: is it possible that maybe we don't actually know the answer? Personally, I can confess that there were some years when I myself did not know the answer to The Question, when I nodded in happy agreement to the bashing of Sociology and Political Science, among others, mistaking claims of comparative superiority as viable answers to "what is History for?" As I read the "Three Points" I could not help but wonder if it could have been different had it come across my desk years earlier.
Indeed, this essay's engagement with Kinsey's thought-provoking piece is coloured by the prism of my interdisciplinary 6 conversations with 5
As an aside, it is a credit to the author's courage that she chooses not to simply complicate The Question and avoid the risk of giving answers. 6
Differentiating by audience and risk reveals two types of interdisciplinary conversation: the first and more common variant refers to when a scholar, say a historian, borrows a theory or method from another discipline and plays with it for the benefit of other historians who remain the primary audience.
The second, and more costly, mode of interdisciplinary work refers to when the target audience is comprised of both historians and practitioners of the other discipline. In this case, there are twice the number of people one can anger and the workload is heavier. scholars in Political Science and International Relations (ir). 7 Briefly, there was a "historical turn" in ir, a field dominated by N. American political scientists. Much of this turn coalesced around research on early modern E. Asian politics and cross-border interactions. For some historians of pre-1900 East Asia, it seemed that one morning they woke to find their formerly sleepy field suddenly populated by active, verbose practitioners from another discipline. Reactions to this "invasion" split historians into what one might glibly call the "Ignore" or "Engage" camps. 8 As a member of Team Engage, my research life has been the opposite of the gentle reviewer of "Three Points" who was shocked to find that others did not immediately comprehend History. 9 Given prevailing preferences for multidisciplinary and border-crossing analyses, 10 the expectation that one's research must be corralled within disciplinary boundaries is unrealistic. I also found that my training in historical methods prepared me to communicate with fellow practitioners, but not with disciplinary outsiders -even friendly selfselected outsiders who wished to work historically. The past years have been filled with frustrating baffling moments such as "we are both speaking English words, why don't I understand what you are saying." Like incompatible liquids in a lava lamp, researchers at the first iterations of these Political Science-History workshops would huddle into their disciplinary bubbles at each coffee break; much time was spent waggling eyebrows, sending desperately loaded stares to the other historian at the end of the room. Had I had Kinsey's essay in hand, it would have served as a better foundation for interdisciplinary conversation than my pre-conceived notions regarding the universality of what we do. Indeed, one of the problems of not knowing the particularity of one's methods is that such ignorance reproduces a presumptive universalism. That result may be surprising in a discipline renowned for its critiques of universal doctrines. After all, is it fair to expect people who have not been trained 7
Many thanks to David C. Kang and Stephan Haggard for being exemplars of interdisciplinary discourse. Listening is critical for border-crossing dialogue, but significant labour is required to decode unfamiliar disciplinary languageit is not enough for one side to be willing. Our conversations were successful because political scientists were kind, generous, and listened patiently. as we have to work as we do? Well, it is fair if we believe that what we do is universal. 11 The claim that one's way is universally applicable has comprised the starting point for much conflict in the historical record. Had I been able to articulate the distinctiveness of historical methods, perhaps I could have clashed less with others in the past. Kinsey describes critical engagement with the historical past as requiring a minimal awareness that phenomena are a product of their particular context -a context different from our own. Therefore the phenomenon under scrutiny may not be the same as its twenty-first century equivalent. This dissonance means that historical research is a form of multi-scalar analysis, or a form of analysis occurring concomitantly on multiple planes, and that mode is not universal. That became clear when I asked a colleague (non-historian) to define their use of a term: "what do you mean by 'hegemony'?" He became visibly annoyed, thinking I was questioning his intelligence and basic research skills, and replied by citing two recent articles. Possibly, he might have understood my question as "have you read any scholarship on hegemony?" However, within historical methodology that neutral enquiry can be disaggregated into four concerns that are in play at the same time: a) what does hegemony mean now; b) how did people use it then and which equivalent terms are you tracking in the sources; c) what is the historiography of hegemony that is informing your interpretation of how this term is understood and applied; and lastly d) the gap between these layers and how do we avoid falsely collapsing these layers as we analyze hegemony in the chosen historical context or case study. That concomitant layered analysis -which we as skilled practitioners can stack and unstack, aggregate into a single synthesis and disaggregate as desired to refocus on a single action or data point -that is the work that happens when we "historicize" something. It's rather remarkable that we have such a single innocent word to capture much of the ground that Kinsey carefully covers in the discussions on historicity and contingency.
The research of the ir scholars that I work with is indeed excellent. Political scientists will often be faster when it comes to synthesis, theorization, and comparative analysis; that speed is tremendously valuable. History is many things but it's seldom fast. Rarely is any part of historical methodology a simple, straightforward task. For instance, the archive as a source of knowledge is venerated in History partly because it is both a site and a process -a process of testing one's premises. Whatever historians argue must be tested and retested against primary sources -a humbling, 11 Another way of framing the error: conflating what we do as historiansresearch -with how we do it, leads to the operating presumption that there is no research that is not historical research because that is the way everyone should do it if they're doing it well.
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Kinsey, "Three Points About History, Especially for Non-Historians," 2, "It seems that history as an academic discipline suffers from people thinking that they already know what it is and how to 'do' it." sometimes painful process of stripping away illusions that can become delightful when one begins to realize that being wrong is a necessary and welcome risk in discovery. The emphasis on archival testing means that we will often be faster in finding out that we are wrong, that things aren't what they seem or that they aren't as simple as you might think. Historical work is far harder and more complex than we may be consciously aware, given the ease with which trained practitioners slip into it. 12 Perhaps a conscious appreciation of its peculiarities and complexities can benefit other aspects of our professional existence -we may, for instance, be able to view the painful struggles that bright graduate students experience in their first years with renewed sympathy. This essay ends on a personal note. I have found that my love for History -my abiding affection for doing historical work has grown over time, and this rise correlates with a corresponding deepening of my knowledge and respect for other disciplines. It is a paradoxical truth that disciplinary distinctiveness requires others to become visible. Simply, contrast and comparison requires two different objects. Therefore, those cloistered within disciplinary boundaries may ironically encounter fewer opportunities to refine their disciplinary chauvinism. Inter-disciplinary work can heighten one's sensitivity to where boundaries lie, so that those lines can be crossed with purpose.
Indeed, I am a History chauvinist, but I am also a proponent of interdisciplinary discourse. Such encounters aided my own work; further, observing the similarities shared by excellent researchers across disciplinary divides has been gratifying. That my earlier encounters were unnecessarily painful is the fault of my own ignorance and disciplinary insecurities. Had I read Kinsey's "Three Points" years ago, I imagine that I could have occupied a different starting position in my first forays at interdisciplinary conversation -one of excitement rather than dread, and one where I could more ably share the joys of doing History. saeyoung park is a historian of early modern East Asia in a global context. Currently she is working on the death of East Asian tributary system. Her professional academic experience in N. America, East Asia, and Europe informs this essay.
